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Best Stretched Ceilings Provider – Italy 
& Most Innovative Tensioned Ceiling Project: Dripping Chocolate Ceiling

TECNI DECOR soffitti tesi is a specialist stretched ceilings provider that creates unique 
solutions for its valued clients. We profile the firm to find out more about the innovative 

projects it crafts. 
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Company: TECNI DECOR soffitti tesi
Contact: Luca Storani

Address: Via Aldo Moro,n. 32, Montecassiano  Mc, 62010, Italy
Phone: +39.329.6919395

Facebook: @TecniDecorsoffittitesi
Houzz: TECNI DECOR soffitti tesi       

Web Address: www.tecnidecor.com

mailto:@TecniDecorsoffittitesi
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stablished in 2004, TECNI DECOR draws on the 
consolidated experience of its founder Luca Storani, who 
has been working in the interior finishing sector since 1990.

Today, the firm is a certified company in the distribution and installation of 
stretch ceilings, and it creates exclusive ceilings both on a national and 
international scale in various settings and sectors. The firm’s clients include 
private houses, hotels, spas, wellness centres, schools, hospitals, shopping 
centres, and restaurants, and the company guarantees professionalism 
and serenity in compliance with the agreements undertaken.

This helps the firm to achieve its core goal: to always be able to satisfy, 
and, above all, surprise its customers. As such, the team at TECNI 
DECOR are constantly looking for innovative solutions to create unique, 
never banal or conventional environments with excellent products. 

An example of success is this incredible designed ceiling made in the 
city of Recanati Mc where they have created for this ice cream parlor a 
stretched ceiling in the form of dripping chocolate. A sweet illusion of effect! 

Internally, as a family-run business TECNI DÉCOR has a supportive 
and collaborative culture, and the team work closely together to ensure 
the success of every project they have the pleasure to undertake. This 
approach ensures excellence for the firm’s clients, many of whom 
become firm friends with the team and work with them again and again 
on a variety of projects. 

TECNI DECOR soffitti tesi is present on the National and International 
territory. To date they have collaborated closely and performed works in 
Italy, Kazakhstan, Germany, France, and Russia.

Looking to the future, TECNI DECOR has many exciting projects on 
the horizon, and the team is currently working on moving ceilings, with 

E
clouds as well as underwater environments. The team is also keen to 
create remotely controlled scenes that will offer fantasy illusions on the 
ceiling. These projects will offer the firm many exciting opportunities to 
further enhance its already incredible portfolio of unique creations.  


